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1 EXT. MILITARY DISTRICT. DAY (BLACK AND WHITE)

A bunch of tin cans that are dirty and little bit rusty. A big 
brown cockroach closes to cans and goes around and inside them.

We see little boy and girl ( about 8 or 9 years old) that wear 
sunglasses and sit on a bench. They are waiting to see something 
from a distance.

Further, some soldiers and senior military officers with some 
scientist are testing a powerful nuclear rocket. The little boy 
and girl are waiting to watch rocket launcher and under their 
lips, they start to count from one to ten.

People are getting away from rocket very fast and of the scientist 
puts the lunch bottom and rocket first slowly and then with fast 
speed, threw into the sky. After launching, the rocket explodes 
into the sky and dark and gray color covers the sky. The little 
boy and girl becomes excited and cries happily.

2 INT. SUPER MARKET. DAY

The little boy and girl are walking in the market's hallway and 
staring at food stalls. Each of them takes some sausages, however, 
we figure out that are ragged and expired.

The little boy and girl come to shop owner. A young boy (15) with 
his mother is paying foods that they have bought. They don't smile 
and looking very cold to each other. Costs were paid and they 
start to collect the foods and exit from the market but suddenly 
the owner suspects to them.

The Owner finds a piece of chocolate from boy's pocket. He gets 
angry and a young boy tries to explain the issue. A young boy 
starts to fight with the owner and during the fighting, a young 
boy falls on the ground and owner takes a little pistol from his 
pocket and shoots on his face. His mother gets shocked when she 
sees his son is killed and start to crying. The voice of crying 
makes the owner angry and the shoots on her face too. The shot 
disjointed her face.

The little boy and girl watch the disturbing scene without any 
reaction. The owner gazes to them. The little boy takes some money 
from his pocket and gives to him.

3 EXT. STREET. DAY

The little boy and girl watch the owner form the distance which he 
puts the dead bodies in the garbage bags. His hands covered with 
their blood and with a little glimpse to kids, he enters his 
supermarket.
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4 EXT. ROAD. DAY

The little boy and girl take each hand and walks in the long 
road with smiling to each other. Trees and bushes are gone 
due to drought and famine and empty field turns into an ugly 
scene.

In the way, the little boy and girl confront with some men 
that are hanged from a tree branch and of them is a poor 
little kid. One of their bodies, it has written: "they 
deserved to die". The little boy and girl take each hand 
strictly after they saw the hanged man.

5 INT. SHED. NIGHT

The little boy and girl sit on a couch. The boy gets up and 
closes to TV. The little girl takes the raw sausages from 
plastic and splits them with her hands. By fixing an antenna, 
the little boy turns on the TV. Smile come on their faces.

The little boy sits again on a couch and both they are 
starting to eat those sausages. On TV, the old news is shown 
from a cable network that it reports about the peaceful 
diplomatic relationship between two west and east countries 
and then it reports a panda’s birth child that their 
generation is getting extinction. The little boy seems tried 
from the news, he picks up the remote control and changes a 
channel. Next channel, as a live broadcast, shows some 
disturbing torture scenes which are doing by savage military 
officers. The litter girl grabs the remote control and 
changes a channel again. Another channel shows some 
disturbing and disgusting rape and dirty sex scenes that the 
little girl closes her eyes and change a channel. They 
finally agree to watch that channel that broadcast a Snuff 
movie. They gaze at the TV and watch some disturbing and 
brutal scenes without any reaction.

6 INT. SHED. NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

The little boy hugs the little girl and he is ready to leave 
the shed. Before he leaves, he takes off a crush brochure 
from his pocket and gives it to her. The little girl takes 
and looks at it.

On a brochure, it mentions a summer camp that will be held 
tomorrow. The little boy wants her to come here tomorrow. The 
little girl nods her head. The little boy becomes very happy 
and joyful and leaves the shed with smiling on his lips and 
closes the door.
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7 INT. THE SHED - BEDROOM. NIGHT 

The little girl lies on a hard and rigid place and she puts 
an old mat on herself. He takes a paper and looks at it. The 
paper is a picture that she has painted. The painting 
includes her mom and dad that are in good place and sun 
shines brightly. The little girl cogitates.

8 EXT. FLOURISHING PLACE (UNKNOWN). DAY (FLASHBACK - COLOR)

We see the little girl that plays seek and hid with her 
father. They are in a beautiful place that closes to the 
river and her mother is cooking the fish.

After a while, the little girl sits on the ground and she 
starts to paints her mom and dad with crayons. Then she looks 
at the bright sun, decides to paints the sun on his painting 
with a yellow crayon.

9 INT. THE SHED - BEDROOM. NIGHT - CONTINUOUS

The little girl gets out from cogitating. She picks the 
painting and closes to her heart. She closes her eyes and 
sleeps.

10 EXT. SUMMER CAMP. DAY

We see the little girl that comes to summer camp with the 
little boy. The little boy comes with his family. They wear 
special swimming costumes. The little boy’s father puts a gas 
mask on his face and gives another mask to his son. His 
mother gives a gas mask to the little girl. She takes it from 
her and her helping, she puts on her face. We hear fight 
planes that cross into the sky. The little boy takes the 
little girl hand and they jump to a pool.

11 INT. INTO A POOL. (COLOR)

The little girl goes to the deepest part of the water that 
she can’t see and find his friend. She gazes straight. 
Suddenly a man shows up. He closes to her and takes off her 
gas mask. She realizes that he is her father and she smiles 
when she sees him. They both laugh in the water. Then a hand 
grabs her hand and pulls off the little girl from the water.
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12 EXT. SUMMER CAMP. DAY - CONTINUOUS

The little boy’s father seems that he saves the drowning 
little girl. The little girl coughs very badly and father 
takes off his gas mask and puts it on her face. The mother is 
scared and takes the little girl from her husband’s hands and 
sits her on a chair and puts a towel on her head that she 
doesn’t feel cold. The little boy stands behind her to takes 
care of her cuddly.

13 EXT. IN FRONT OF THE EXIT DOOR FO THE CAMP. DAY

We see people on a queue that are waiting to leave the camp. 
Before leaving, military officers check and investigate 
people. Each of them, carries their gas mask and officer 
counts the number of gas mask very carefully and then he 
allows to let them leave. The little boy’s parent is worried 
and chatters very quietly that find a solution for missing 
gas mask. So they are next. The little boy’s father is 
nervous and comes forward. Officer looks at him and then he 
sees a gas mask. Officer allows him to leave the camp but 
father insisted on that he waits for his son and wife and the 
little girl. His wife with her worried face shows her gas 
mask and let to cross.

The little boy and girl takes their hand very strictly and 
comes to a military officer. Officer sees a gas mask in 
little girl’s hand but he doesn’t see any gas mask in the 
little boy’s hand. Officer get angry very fast, he sits and 
wants him to tell where the mask that they borrowed to you.
His father comes back to the officer and begging him to leave 
his kid. Another officer comes to help the officer and they 
take his father on a corner and shoot a bullet in his heart. 
The mother when she saw this tragic scene, she starts crying 
and comes to her husband’s body. Officer aims a pistol on the 
little boy’s head but his mother suddenly stands against 
pistol and a bullet hit her. Among the crowded and violent 
scene, the little boy and girl run away from the camp.

14 EXT. ROAD. DAY

the little boy and girl run very fast to nowhere. They are 
breathing very hard. We hear the sound of military patrols 
and cries that seem they are closed to them. The little girl 
gets tired and wants to sit in the middle way to get rest. 
The little boy realizes her bad condition.
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He looks around and finds a long rock.
The little boy takes her hand and brings her to a rock. The 
little boy wants her to hide back of the rock. So military 
officers can’t see them and cross a road. The little girl 
hides and the boy goes down to find a place to hide but 
suddenly one of a soldier sees him. The soldier closes to 
rock very quietly. The little boy takes his breath that 
soldier doesn’t realize his here. Suddenly a big spider 
closes to the little boy’s foot and bites him. He cries and 
soldier grabs his cloth and takes him down from a rock. 
Soldier can’t control the boy and his head hit to stone and 
it breaks very disturbingly.

The Soldier tells his other officers that he founds the boy 
with a loud voice. Officers close to unconscious the little 
boy and take him to a patrol. Another soldier looks around 
rocks but he doesn’t find any suspicious thing. They jump to 
a patrol and cross a road.

The little girl feels that she doesn’t hear anything, she 
raises her head and gazes to a road. Silence but she can’t 
find the little boy.

She comes down from a rock very slowly. He stands in the 
middle of a road and calls the little boy’s name. She can’t 
get an answer. She is sad and unhappy and drops her head down 
and walks straight very slowly.

15 EXT. ROAD. DAY - AFTER A WHILE

We see the little girl that is unhappy and walks. Suddenly 
she raises her head and sees something terrible.

The little boy’s parents hanged on a branch of a tree which 
includes him and his body has written: “They deserved to 
die.” The little girl gets shocked and tears come down from 
her eyes.

16 INT. SHED. DAY

The little girl enters into the shed. She raises her head and 
sees a savage dog which stands against her. It seems that a 
dog is so hungry and the little girl is his target. The 
little girl gets afraid while sees a dog and she swallows her 
water’s mouth. She tries to get rid of him but a dog watches 
her very badly. The little girl sees her painting on a couch. 
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She has an idea to takes the painting very fast and leaves 
the shed.

She closes to crouch very slowly. A dog shakes his body and 
starts to barking. The little girl stands against a dog - 
like a duel scene. The little girl raises her arms to the 
painting very slowly. It seems a dog is ready to jump on a 
couch. The little girl takes the painting very fast before a 
dog jumps on a crouch. She leaves the shed very fast but a 
dog stands on a couch and just barking.

*Quick Shots of flashbacks.

17 EXT. FOREST. DAY

The little girl walks in a dry forest without trees and 
bushes. She looks rapidly to the sky to finds sunlight. She 
looks straight. Smiles come on her face, it seems that she 
finds her place that she has wanted.

18 EXT. THE OLD FLOURISHING PLACE. DAY

The little girl runs into the place but she realizes that 
there is no fresh weather like before and no flourishing 
ground like before. Also, she sees a declaration that a river 
is poisoned.

The little girl becomes very lonely in this place. She sits 
on a piece of stone and drops her painting ground. She sits a 
little while and starts to cry.

Suddenly bright colors release in the place very slowly, even 
the little girl’s clothes turn into a blue color instead of 
black and white. She smiles, raises her head and sees 
sunlight that shines on her face.

FADE TO BLACK.

THE END
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